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In this thesis, two-layer lm ows down a vertical wall are studied. The integral method
is used to derive an approximate system of evolution equations modelling long-wave ows
of the lm. Then, families of nonlinear steady-travelling periodic waves are computed.
Computed waves have qualitatively similar behaviour to those found in one-layer lms
but the quantitative characteristics of the waves strongly depend on additional similarity
parameters in the two-layer lms. In particular, the average location of the interface
between the layers aects the bifurcation scheme of the waves. To select the wave regimes
which can be used to compare with experiments, systematic transient computations have
been carried out to create a map of the attracting wave regimes, so-called dominating
waves. For dominating wave regimes, the mass transfer problem for a weakly soluble gas
is solved. In particularly, the absorption problem is systematically studied.
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Hydrodynamics of one-layer lms and immiscible two-layer lms are intensively studied as
they hold practical interest for many applications in environmental ows. It is also a key
element of technological processes in chemical engineering, bioengineering, pharmaceutical
industry and others. In particular, two-layer lms are used in many technologies which
facilitate mass and heat transfer between two viscous liquids which have dierent physical
properties.
In previous theoretical studies of two-layer lm ows, linear and weakly nonlinear
models are exploited due to the complexity of the nonlinear problem. In this thesis, de-
veloped from [8], a strongly nonlinear model is used to solve the hydrodynamical problem
and diusion problem.
Hydrodynamics of a two-layer lm owing down a vertical wall is investigated under
the assumptions that liquids in the layers are viscous, immiscible and incompressible.
The superposition of the rst layer adjacent to the second layer indicates a liquid-liquid
interface. A sketch of the studied ow is demonstrated in Fig. 1.1.
A review of the theoretical and experimental works relevant to the problem studied
in the thesis is discussed in this chapter. Then, the thesis is organized as follows: In
Chapter 2, the approximate evolution equations modelling ows at real-life values of the
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Figure 1.1: Physical picture of two-layer ow.
similarity parameters are derived. Linear stability of the waveless ow is analysed in
the framework of the evolution equations and the generalized Orr-Sommerfeld problem
to verify the model. After this, in Chapter 3, the method used to compute steady-
travelling waves is given, and examples of the waves are shown. Attracting ow regimes
are computed in numerous transient computations and these regimes are compared with
found steady-travelling waves in Chapter 4. Then, in Chapter 5, mass transfer in regimes
of dominating waves is studied. Finally, conclusions are provided in Chapter 6.
1.1 One-layer lm ows
Modelling two-layer lm ows is based on theoretical models for one-layer lms which
have been developing for a few decades starting from seminal works [34] and [35]. For
this reason, we begin from a short review of the theory developed for the one-layer lms.
Film ow down a vertical wall at moderate ow rates, or \falling lms" have been con-
sidered later in numerous experimental and theoretical investigations [3]. In experiments,
falling lms demonstrate a wide variety of ow regimes, which are very sensitive to ow
conditions. The systematic experimental investigation rstly carried out in [35] demon-
strates that there is some critical ow rate at which waves on the liquid surface start to
2
appear or, at least, to be observed. If the ow rate is less than the critical one, the wave
regime does not exist, or cannot be measured since its small amplitude. In addition to
this, it was demonstrated that there is existence of two principal wave types: periodic si-
nusoidal waves and solitary waves, each is travelling with its own constant velocity. These
so-called regular waves can take on dierent shapes, amplitudes and velocities depending
on ow conditions.
[34] analysed linear and weakly nonlinear ows of a one-layer lm down an inclined
plane in the framework of the boundary layer approximation (unfortunately, a convective
term was mistakenly omitted in the momentum equation). Linear stability analysis was
rst formulated comprehensively by [75] where the Orr-Sommerfeld problem [14] was
solved by Yih with an expansion in powers of Re where Re is the Reynolds number and
 is the wavenumber. Yih's numerical results showed that the ow down a vertical plane
is unstable for Re > 1:5. However, it was proved in [5] that showed the neutral stability
curve and values of the wave velocity were incorrect.
In his revision of Yih's formulation and method, Benjamin [5] calculated the neutral
stability curves, and he obtained the critical Reynolds number Recr = (5 cot )=6 where  is
the inclination angle. In particular, it means that the vertical ow is always unstable since
Recr = 0 in this case. Nevertheless, when Re is small, the unstable waves' amplication
factors become very small and that of wavelengths become very big. Benjamin's study
provided to estimate the value of Re at which observable waves should rst develop on a
vertical water lm as well as the length and the velocity of the waves.
Dependence of the neutral curves on the similarity parameters in the one-layer lms
was studied in [76] using the asymptotic method. In particular, there are two important
outcomes:
a) The  = 0 axis is always a part of the neutral curve,
b) When Re = (5 cot )=6, the bifurcation point exists on  = 0 for the neutral stability
3
curve.
As mentioned above, the principal approach of theoretical investigation based on use of
a long-wave approximation was suggested in [34]. The majority of theoretical results used
to describe experimental data were reached in the framework of the Kapitza-Shkadov
evolution equations derived in [52] by the integral method. This method was used to
enable the consideration of the wave ow of the liquid as a non-linear problem, and it
allowed to specify the parameters of the wave regime, amplitude, velocity, length and
frequency.
In further theoretical papers, it has been found that the Kapitza-Shkadov model pos-
sesses a two-parametric manifold of solutions in the form of steady-travelling periodic
waves, and this manifold includes wave regimes observed in experiments [65, 53].
The character of branching periodic steady-travelling wave solutions was analysed in
the pioneering work [6] and further publications, see [9] where the review can be found.
Stability and bifurcations of the wave families were studied in [68, 67, 69]. Studies of
evolution of waves on a vertical falling lm were carried out in many works, see [10] and
references in there. In [65, 55, 56, 57], the families of the steady-travelling space-periodic
waves and their bifurcations were revealed. In addition to these analysis, periodic waves
in phase space and their mechanical meaning were discussed in [55, 57].
The manifold of steady-travelling space-periodic waves has nonuniqueness of solutions
when more than one solutions exist at given values of the similarity parameters and the
wavenumber. To use these solutions to describe experimental data, it was necessary to
identify theoretical waves observed in experiments. To select such wave regimes theoreti-
cally, two principal approaches have been used. The rst approach is to study the linear
stability analysis of nonlinear waves, see [67, 69] where stable wave regimes or regimes
with minimum amplication factor are found for the comparison with experiments. An-
other approach, see [13, 64, 63], is to nd attractors of the evolution equations. The latter
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method has led to discovering so-called dominating waves such that each is a solution with
fastest velocity and largest amplitude among all steady-travelling space-periodic waves
existing at given values of the similarity parameters and the wave frequency. Attracting
oscillating regimes were also computed if the wavenumber is in some neighbourhood of
fold bifurcations of a family of steady-travelling waves. This approach led to a map of
dominating waves [64, 63] corresponding to the experimental data [63, 53].
Since Kapitza & Kapitza's experiments [35] for one-layer lms, it has been known that
it is impossible to observe steady-travelling periodic waves whose wave lengths exceed
some critical value. In other words, existing of maximum nite spacing between principal
humps in a sequence of quasi-solitary waves was showed experimentally. It was seen that
the space between the humps decreases owing to the hydrodynamic instability for small
values of wavenumber, and the critical wavelength was computed in [54].
For many years the Kapitza-Shkadov model [52] has been used as the main tool to
explain experimental data and provides modelling possible ow regimes in one-layer lm
ows despite deriving other models. We just note that there are another approaches to
the problem. For example, in [48, 49] weighted-residual method combined with stan-
dard long-wavelength expansion was used for lm ows down inclined planes. The nite
element method was also used to analyse the full Navier-Stokes equations in [50] and
comparisons between the long-wave expansion and nite element method for increasing
Reynolds number were given for large and small amplitude waves.
Existing knowledge of the wavy ow of falling thin liquid lms was summarized in
monographs [3] and [9] where numerous examples of ows of one-layer falling lms were
given.
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1.2 Two-layer lm ows
Studies on the one-layer lm ow discussed in Section 1.1 was extended in [32] to the case
of ow of a heterogeneous system which consists of two layers of viscous, incompressible
and immiscible liquids. Long wave instability of the two-layer lm ow was studied in
this paper in the case of equal dynamic viscosities and dierent densities of the liquids. It
was indicated that there are eects of the existence of the lm surface and the interface
on the hydrodynamic stability of the system. Kao analysed these eects with respect to
surface disturbances and shear waves. Furthermore, a relation between the wavenumber
 and the Reynolds number Re for given ratios of the densities of the liquids, depth
rate and inclined angle was obtained. The axis  = 0 in the (;Re)-plane is part of the
neutral stability curve, and it shows that the neutral oscillation can exist when Re = 0
similar to the case of the one-layer lm. The bifurcation point of this curve on  = 0 was
found. The critical Reynolds number for the two-layer ow where the density of the upper
liquid is more than that of the lower liquid was calculated. It was also obtained that the
stratication may lead to stability or instability depending on whether the density of the
second layer is less or higher than that of the rst layer. Finally, surface tension has a
stabilising inuence for long waves and small Reynolds numbers.
The stability of ow down an inclined plane under the role of the interface mode was
also analysed in [31]. This mode is signicant for the governing of the ow. When the
ratio (2)=(1), where (1) and (2) are densities of the rst liquid adjoin to the wall and the
second liquid with the free surface, respectively, is small, especially 1=10, interface and
surface modes of instability were showed to compete each other to control the ow. In
particular, if (2)=(1) = 0:1 at (h(2)   h(1))=h(1) < 1:6, where h(1) and h(2) are thicknesses
of the rst layer and the lm respectively, the stability is governed by the surface mode
but for (h(2)   h(1))=h(1) > 1:6 the stability is governed by the interface mode and the
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similar results at (2)=(1) = 0:3 were demonstrated.
The general case of two modes in ow with viscous stratication was presented in
[33] using the same method. It was found that the surface mode has a faster velocity
than the interface mode in the long wave estimation. The interface instability happens
under a critical Reynolds number for the surface mode. For instance, when Re! 0, the
interface mode exists. The interface mode was named as inertialess instability because of
the inertialess character of the destabilisation.
Linear stability of two-layer ow down an inclined plane was numerically investigated
in the framework of the Orr-Sommerfeld problem in [62]. Two unstable modes associated
with the free surface and the interface were computed at moderate values of the Reynolds
number. It was shown that the modes have dierent physical meaning and compete
each other depending on values of the similarity parameters. In examples, it was shown
that the interface mode demonstrates the property of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [14]
depending on the ratio of the liquids' densities in the case of small wall inclination, and
the eect of the density ratio depends on the value of the inclination. On the other hand,
the interface mode is unstable if the less viscous liquid is in the region between the wall
and interface, and it is stable in the opposite case.
[38] analysed the limit case of zero value of the Reynolds number and absence of the
surface and interface tensions by using asymptotic method, and it has been demonstrated
that it is not sucient to investigate the behaviour of the system at all small wavenumbers
if a consideration of the wavelength of the unstable mode is necessary. A signicant
conclusion of this paper is that when the less viscous layer is contiguous to the inclined
wall, the ow is unstable at zero value of the Reynolds number. The most reinforced
wave was demonstrated to have a wavelength comparable to the second layer thickness.
In addition to this, the interface mode is unstable and this instability is owing to a
stratication in the liquids' viscosity. The ow was shown to be stable to all disturbance
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wavelengths at zero-Reynolds when the more viscous uid is next to the inclined plane.
The calculations of this paper was extended in [11] to the case of thicker second layers
for zero-Reynolds number ows. The Orr-Sommerfeld problem was used to investigate
the interface and surface modes in the cases when both interface and surface tensions
were zero, or the only surface tension was zero. The roles of the inertia and viscous
stratication were illustrated with plots of the amplication factors and neutral curves.
When the lower layer is less viscous, the stability of both the surface and interface modes
can not occur simultaneously and wavy motion resulting from the instability can happen
at any Reynolds number. For the contrary conguration with the more viscous uid
contiguous to the wall, under the certain conditions, the ow can become linearly stable.
[26] studied on the inertialess linear interface instability of inclined two-layer lm
ows at small inclination angle. The inertialess interface instability under the same zero-
Reynolds number approximation as [38] was analysed under neglecting the surface ten-
sion eects, and the density stratication eects through a linear temporal approach were










inuence. Furthermore, the spatio-temporal nature (absolute or convective) of the insta-
bility of the two-layer lm ow and where the stability is convective were investigated.
The study of the properties of the spatially amplifying waves in the region of parameters
was focused in [26, 27].
The eect of inertia on the temporal and spatiotemporal instabilities of the two-layer
lm ow was also studied in [27] and the eects of inertia and density stratication on
both interface and surface modes were characterized for dierent depth and viscous ratios.
A transition from convective to absolute instability [51] was appointed for the wall's small
inclinations and for increasing inertia, various depth, density and viscosity ratios and the
results compared to experimental data. In particular, it was detected that the absolute
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instability in the two-layer ow is associated with he Rayleigh-Taylor instability [14] of the
second mode as previously shown in [62]. The absolute instability appears in (2) > (1)
in the case of relatively small inclination angles.
The eect of viscosity stratication in two-layer ows was studied in [29] to designate
the physical mechanism of suppression of the inertialess instability by using a kinetic
energy balance approach. The mechanism of the long waves on the surface and interface
at zero and very low values of the Reynolds number was discussed in this study. They
also found that the shear stress at the unperturbed free surface is necessary to cause the
inertialess interfacial instability.
In [18], an explanation of the mechanism for the long wave inertialess instability of a
two-layer ow, which was extended the study of [66] for a one-layer lm, was claried. The
mechanism was represented by examining the longitudinal perturbation velocity correlated
with the surface and interface variations. It was shown that the velocity is stated with the
composition of three parts; related to the shear stress at the free surface, the continuity
case at the interface, and the pressure induced by gravity.
Another relevant area of research is the interface instability between two viscous ows.
This type of instability was rst studied in [77] by the asymptotic method [76] in the case
of the plane Couette-Poiseulle ow. In a specic case of liquids with equal densities, it
was shown that the ow is unstable for any small value of the Reynolds number, and the
instability is supplied by either the moving boundary or the pressure gradient. In [24],
a parallel ow of two viscous liquids of equal density in innite domains divided by a
at interface was studied, and it was shown that there exists a short wave instability in
the absence of the surface tension. This mechanism of instability is comparatively small,
and it can be stabilised by the surface tension. As illustrated in [22], the surface tension
at the interface should be unrealistically small to observe the interface instability in the
unbounded stratied Couette ow. In the case when one of liquids is bounded by a wall,
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and another liquid is unbounded, there were found a long wave interface instability in
[23]. In [25], a weakly nonlinear equation modelling the plane Couette-Poiseulle ow of
two liquids was derived, and some examples of wave evolution were computed.
A special case of the two-layer Couette ow with high dynamic viscosities ratios was
modelled in [45] using an evolution equation derived by the integral method. The integral
method was also used to model non-linear solitary waves in two-layer plane ows driven
by the gravity [58] and the pressure [59]. Some attention was also paid to stability of
interface waves in [44] where a gas-liquid waves were studied. Solitary and periodic waves
in an interface between two liquids were observed in a cylindrical Couette ow at high
ratio of the dynamic viscosities [17] and in microchannel [79].
In [30], enhancement and suppression of instability in a two-layer lm ow on a vertical
wall was studied theoretically. The results from this paper show that the instability in
a two-layer lm could be suppressed by oscillation of suitable frequency and amplitudes
to the wall although the stability could be occurred only in particular ow parameters.
Except from these parameters, the instability is enhanced. In this area, the wave number
and the amplication factors of wave raised considerably. These results can be carried
with to improve the mass and heat transfer from the lm.
At small Reynolds numbers, spatio-temporal instability of two-layer lm was anal-
ysed in [70]. In this study, the ow has neutral stability in the limit of zero Reynolds
number despite the past studies have showed the ow is unstable in the same limit. New
mechanisms of instability related to the convective nature of the disturbance were studied.
[40] analysed the linear stability of two-layer shear-thinning lm liquids and studied
on the four parameter Carreau inelastic model [7]. It was found that when the viscosity
is stronger in the second layer, the changes on the shear-thinning properties in this layer
does not strongly aect the stability. On the contrary, the shear-thinning properties aect
the long-wave surface instability and the short and long-wave interface instabilities in the
10
dierent cases.
[71] examined the van der Waals interfacial instability of two superposed thin layers
of uids on a vertical substrate. The author arrived the evolution equations by using
lubrication theory and classied the state of the system into four dierent cases: rst
layer rupture, second layer rupture, double layer rupture and mixed layer rupture. The
mixed layer rupture is qualitatively dierent from the double layer rupture. The double
layer rupture in which the two uids rupture together and form compound droplets on
the surface of the substrate. The mixed layer rupture where the second layer lls in the
gap created when the rst layer goes to rupture.
1.3 Mass transfer
In this section, some selected works on mass transfer in owing liquid lms are reviewed.
Mass transfer in one-layer falling lms have been intensively studied for decades, see
monograph [36] and review [37]. The researches have been stimulated by numerous ap-
plications, in particular, there is a principal problem of gas absorption by owing liquid
lm.
As has been revealed in experiments [15, 28, 42, 20, 73, 78], wavy lms demonstrate
larger capacity to absorb a gas in comparison with theoretical predictions for the waveless
ow, and this result has been measured for lms owing in dierent regimes. In particular,
the wave frequency aects the developing wave regime and thus the rate of gas absorption.
The amplication of the absorption was found in many other types of ows, for ex-
ample, a cocurrent lm-gas ow [39, 4] and in horizontal wavy lms [41, 19].
The gas absorption and its amplication in wavy lms have been also studied. The
penetration theory [21] and the theory based on surface renewal [12] could not explain
this phenomenon. The absorption problem for the waveless ow was solved in [46].
A few approaches used simplied models to solve the mass transfer problem in wavy
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regimes. Kapitza's solution [34] was used in [47], and an experimentally observed waves
were used in [72] to model the gas absorption.
Systematic computations of the absorption on wavy regimes in falling lms were car-
ried out in [60, 43] for a falling lm, and in [61] for close problem of ow over a spinning
disk. The main result is that there is a strong dependence of the absorption rate on the
wave frequency (wavenumber), and this is due to nonuniform distribution of a local gas
ux along a wave with maximum at troughs of the wave. A numerical simulations were
carried out for a vertical falling lm in [74] and the numerical experiments were compared
with the previous ones.
The review of the relevant literature can be also found in [2] where the absorption





In this section, the Navier-Stokes equations [1, 16] and relevant boundary conditions
describing a two-layer lm owing down a vertical wall are given. Then, the dimensionless
variables are dened and the system are made dimensionless. The basic solution describing
the waveless steady ow is found and properties of this solution in the phase space are
studied.
2.1.1 Equations and boundary conditions
We consider a liquid lm owing down a vertical wall. The lm consists of two layers of
liquids, and the layer attached to the wall will be referred as the rst layer and the layer
with the free surface will be referred as the second layer. We assume that both liquids
are incompressible, viscous and immiscible.
To describe the ow, the Cartesian coordinate system (~x; ~y) is introduced such that
the ~x-axis coincides the wall and points downstream and the ~y-axis points to the liquid
bulk.
Then, the full Navier-Stokes system is written in the form
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Liquid Density, Viscosity, Surface tension,
g=cm3 cm2=s g=s2
Water 0.998 0.0101 72
Benzene 0.879 0.0074 29































































(1)~&(1) = 0; [~pn ]
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1 = 0;



































are the thicknesses of the rst
layer and the lm, respectively . The notation [f ]21  f (2)   f (1) denotes the jump in
quantity f from the value in the rst liquid, f (1), to the value in the second liquid, f (2).
The problem includes the following dimensional parameters: the densities (1) and
(2), viscosities (1) and (2) of the rst and second liquids, and the surface tension (1)
at the interface and the surface tension (2) at the lm surface. Also, the gravity g is
contained in the system.
As an example of the similarity parameters of the two-layer lm, we consider water
and benzene whose physical properties are summarized in Table 2.1. The surface tension
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between water and benzene is (1) = 33:6 g=s2.
The boundary conditions at the interface and the surface in (2.1) contain the normal
stresses

















































where ~h = ~h(1) or ~h = ~h(2) and the values of the corresponding liquids are used.

























~V (1) (~y) = 0;






















































~V (2) (~y) = 0;






































where ~Q(1) and ~Q are the ow rates of rst and second layers, respectively. The rst layer
thickness ~H(1) and the second layer thickness ~H(2)   ~H(1) are constants. The total ow
rate of the lm is



































If the length scale is chosen as Hc = ~H
(2), and the velocity scale is denoted as Uc and




t; ~x = Hcx; ~y = Hcy; (2.3)
~u = Ucu; ~v = Ucv; ~p = 
(2)U2c p;
~h(1) = Hch
(1); ~h(2) = Hch
(2):
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Using the dimensionless variables, the equations and boundary conditions (2.1), can be
































































y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0;











&(1) = 0; [pn ]
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1 = 0;
[u]21 = 0; [v]
2
1 = 0;






= v; pnn   1
We





























































































and additional notations: 
(2)
0 = 1, 
(1)
0 = 0, 
(2)
0 = 1 and 
(1)
0 = 0.
For example, Table 2.2 shows values of the similarity parameters 0; 0 and 0 which
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System 0 0 0 Ka
Water (1) { Benzene (2) 1.13538 1.36486 1.15862 2302.56
Benzene (1) { Water (2) 0.880762 0.732673 0.466667 3325.71
Table 2.2: Parameters of water-benzene and benzene-water systems.
only depend on the properties of liquids in water-benzene and benzene-water systems.
In the dimensionless form, the steady ow (2.2) is









V (1) (y) = 0;






















y 2 [H; 1] : U (2) (y) = Re
Fr2






V (2) (y) = 0;

























































The total ow rate in the lm is












































If the velocity scale, Uc, is chosen as the average velocity then Q










2.1.3 Parameters and basic solution
Formula (2.6) allows us to eliminate the Froude number Fr2 = 'Re . On the other hand,
ow depends on the rst layer thickness H determining ow rates in the layers. Thus,















































where the Reynolds number Re and the Froude number Fr have been replaced for the
Kapitza number Ka depending on gravity and the properties of the second liquid only,
and  is the lm parameter. Values of the Kapitza number for benzene and water are
given in Table 2.2.



























































































The dimensionless form of the steady ow (2.5) is rewritten as








V (1) (y) = 0;




















y 2 [H; 1] : U (2) (y) = 1
'






V (2) (y) = 0;












































2.2 Linear stability of the waveless ow
In this section, we follow [62]. To analyse the linear stability of the waveless ow, the
eigenvalue problem is formulated. Then, the numerical method in order to solve the
eigenvalue problem is examined, and numerical results are presented at the end of this
section.
To investigate linear stability of the steady ow (2.7), a non-steady solution of (2.4)
is looked for in the form
u(x; y; t) = U(y) + u^(x; y; t); v(x; y; t) = v^(x; y; t);
p(x; y; t) = p^(x; y; t);
h(1)(x; t) = H + h^(1)(x; t); h(2)(x; t) = 1 + h^(2)(x; t);
























































y = 0 : u^ = 0; v^ = 0;







U 0h^(1) + u^
i2
1































































+ U 00h^(2) = 0:
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to y.
Then, solution in the form of normal mode is used

u^(x; y; t); v^(x; y; t); p^(x; y; t); h^(1)(x; t); h^(2)(x; t)

=
u(y); v(y); p(y); h(1); h(2)

exp (i (x  ct)) ;
where  is the x-wavenumber, and c = cr + ici (here and below the lower index r denotes
the real part of the corresponding variable, and the lower index i denotes its imaginary
part) is the complex wave velocity to be found and the sign of the imaginary part ci
indicates the stability, ci < 0, or instability, ci > 0, of the steady waveless ow. System
for the amplitude functions is
iu+ v0 = 0;










u00   2u ;










y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0;
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y = H : i(U   c)h(1) = v;h
U 0h(1) + u
i2
1



































u0 + iv + U 00h(2) = 0:




























and perturbation of the interface thickness from kinematic condition at the interface
i (U (H)  c) h(1) = v (H) ;
and perturbation of lm thickness from the kinematic condition at the free surface
i(U(1)  c)h(2) = v(1)
leads to the following eigenvalue problem for perturbation of the y-axis velocity compo-
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nent:





(U   c)(v00   2v)  U 00v = 0; (2.8)
y = 0 : v = 0; v0 = 0;












































































The problem (2.8) is a generalized Orr-Sommerfeld problem studied in [62]. To solve (2.8)
numerically, the dierential sweep method is applied. If new variables
w1 = v; w2 = v
0; w3 = v00; w4 = v000;

















(U   c)(w3   2w1)  U 00w1

;
y = 0 : w1 = 0; w2 = 0;
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Figure 2.1: Wave velocities (a) and amplication factors (b) in the case of the one-layer
lm at Re = 18:37;We = 0:026 when  = 0:2. The results do not depend on the value of
H.
















































































The numerical algorithm to solve the eigenvalue problem (2.9) is given in Appendix
A. To test the code, calculations have been carried out in the case of a one-layer lm, see
Fig. 2.1 showing the wave velocities and amplication factors. In particular, results do
not depend on value of the rst layer thickness as expected. Numerical solutions of (2.9)
are used in Section 2.3.4 below to verify an approximate model derived in Section 2.3.3.
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2.3 Evolution equations
In this section, the evolution equations approximating the full Navier-Stokes problem are
derived. To do this, rstly an approximate long-wave model is formulated. Then, the
integral method is applied to state the evolution equations.
2.3.1 New variables
To describe the long wave motions, new variables are introduced as










































































y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0;











&(1) = 0; [pn ]
2
1 = 0;
[u]21 = 0; [v]
2
1 = 0;






= v; pnn   
2
We
&(2) = 0; pn = 0;
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where








































































with h = h(1) at j = 1 and h = h(2) at j = 2.
The capillary waves in liquid lms appear in the case of a balance of gravity, viscosity







Here the left-hand side is the gravity term in the rst momentum equation. At the same
time, this term express the balance of the viscosity and gravity leading to the existence of
the waveless ow. The right-hand side shows the scale of capillarity at the lm surface.














It is worthy to note that the parameter  can be written by using the capillary number
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Figure 2.2: The stretching parameter 2 (a) and the Reynolds numbers Re(1) and Re(2)
(b) at H = 0:6 for water-benzene system.











As an example of two-layer lm, we consider the case of water (liquid 1) and benzene
(liquid 2) whose physical properties are summarized in Table 2.1 and the similarity pa-
rameters are given in Table 2.2. Henceforth this case is called 'water-benzene' and the
opposite one is called 'benzene-water' in this thesis. The properties of water and benzene
were used in [62] and these liquids could be exploited in future experiments.
Typical values of the parameters are shown in Fig. 2.2 for water-benzene system at
H = 0:6. It is seen that 2 is small value for moderate values of the Reynolds numbers
in the layers.
Fig. 2.3 demonstrates another example of values 2 and Re in the case H = 0:3. It is
seen that 2 < 0:05 if   0:4. For the same interval of , the Reynolds number Re < 25
which is typical for observed regular waves in lm ows.
Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 illustrate the dependencies of the stretching parameter 2 and
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Figure 2.3: Dependencies of the stretching parameter 2 (a) and the Reynolds number
Re (b) on the lm parameter  in the case water-benzene system at H = 0:3.
Figure 2.4: Dependencies of the stretching parameter 2 (a) and the Reynolds number
Re (b) on the lm parameter  in the case water-benzene system at H = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8.
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Figure 2.5: Dependencies of the stretching parameter 2 (a) and the Reynolds number
Re (b) on the lm parameter  in the case benzene-water system at H = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8.
the Reynolds number Re on the lm parameter  2 (0; 0:2) in the case water-benzene and
benzene-water systems, respectively at dierent values of H. It is seen that decreasing the
rst layer thickness leads to growth of 2, or shorter longitudinal scale. Thus, accuracy
of the approximation become worse. It is worthy to note that Fig. 2.4a contains Fig. 2.2a
at  2 [0; 0:2].
2.3.2 Approximate equations




; 0; 0; 0: (2.12)








































y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0;









































This is so-called long-wave approximation of the full Navier-Stokes problem in the lm
theory. The third equation and the balances of the normal stresses at the interface and
free surface in (2.13) allow us to nd the pressure in both layers:
















Having eliminated the pressure, we can rewrite the system in the form as
y = 0 : u = 0; v = 0;



























































































This is a nonlinear system with dispersion and viscosity that is stated in two adjacent
domains with unknown boundaries.
2.3.3 Integral method
To simplify the approximate system, the continuity equations and momentum equations
















































































+ h(2)   h(1)

;
where q(1)(x; t) and q(x; t) are the local ow rates in the layers.
After summations of the continuity equations and the momentum equations we can















































































































To complete the system, we have to know how the velocity u depends on the thicknesses
h(1) and h(2), and the ow rates q(1) and q(2). We assume that this dependence is similar
to one for the waveless ow. So, the velocity proles satisfy to the following boundary
conditions
y = 0 : u = 0;
















and we look for a solution in the form
y 2 0; h(1) : u = U11y + U12y2; (2.14)
y 2 h(1); h(2) : u = U20 + U22  y2   2h(2)y :
These velocity proles satisfy the boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = h(2). Then, the
boundary conditions at the interface y = h(1) and the denitions of the ow rates give us





U12   U20   h(1)
 























2    h(1)2#U22 = q(2)   q(1):
The system (2.15) for these coecients can be explicitly solved. First, we nd the












h(2)   h(1) ;
U20 =
q(2)   q(1)








+ 2h(1)h(2)    h(1)2iU22;
and then calculate this coecient from the rst equation of (2.15):
U12 =
3




h(2)   h(1)  
"
3










Thus, the coecients U11, U12, U20 and U22 are found as
U12 =
3




h(2)   h(1)  
"
3





















h(2)   h(1) ;
U20 =
q(2)   q(1)








+ 2h(1)h(2)    h(1)2iU22:
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u2 dy = J (1) + U220
 




















5    h(1)5i ;
and U11, U12, U20 and U22 are given by (2.16). The system includes the parameters , 0,
0 and 0.
The system (2.17) has the steady ow satisfying the following equations:
2'0U12 + 1 = 0; '

20U12h
(1) (1  0)  00U11

+ h(2) = 0:
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Its solution is
















H(2) = 1; Q(2) = 1:
that coincides with (2.7).
Thus, we have derived the evolution system (2.17) whose coecients are calculated
from (2.16) and (2.18).
2.3.4 Linear stability
To verify whether the evolution equations approximate the full Navier-Stokes system, we
can compare spectra of the linear stability of both models. To analyse the linear stability
of the steady ow (2.19) in the framework of the system (2.17), we look for solution in
the form



















f = H; h
(2)







and the variables with hats are small perturbations.
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Then, we linearise the coecients in (2.17):















































































































































































































































































































20 (1  0)h(1)f U12;4   00U11;4
i
q^(2) = 0:








h(1); h(2); q(1); q(2)

exp (i (x   ct)) ;
where  is the x-axis wavenumber and c = cr + ici is the complex wave velocity whose
imaginary part ci determine stability of the waveless ow.
After substituting this solution, the continuity equations (2.21) give us
q(1) = ch(1); q(2) = ch(2);
and the linearised momentum equations (2.22) and (2.23) are reduced to the following
linear algebraic system for amplitudes h(1) and h(2)
 
b11;2c
2 + b11;1c+ b11;0

h(1) + (b12;1c+ b12;0) h









where the coecients have the forms













































































































2'0 (1  0)h(1)f U12;2   00'U11;2 + 1
i
:
The characteristic equation for the eigenvalue c is toward from the condition that there




2 + b1c+ b0 = 0 (2.26)
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Figure 2.6: Wave velocities (a) and amplication factors (b) in the case when the same
liquid is in both layers at  = 0:2 and dierent values of H.
where the coecients are
b4 = b11;2b22;2; (2.27)
b3 = b11;2b22;1 + b11;1b22;2;
b2 = b11;2b22;0 + b11;1b22;1 + b11;0b22;2   b12;1b21;1;
b1 = b11;1b22;0 + b11;0b22;1   b12;1b21;0   b12;0b21;1;
b0 = b11;0b22;0   b12;0b21;0:
Finally, an eigenvalue c is a root of polynomial equation (2.26) whose coecients are
computed in (2.25) and (2.27).
2.3.5 Results
To verify the method, we start from the case when the same liquid is in both layers, and
there is no surface tension on the interface. Fig. 2.6 shows the wave velocities and ampli-
cation factors. At small, H = 0:01, and large, H = 0:99, values of the interface thickness
H, the values cr and ci are coincides with the case of the one-layer lm (these curves
are also shown in the gures). At intermediate values of H, there is some discrepancy
since the linear analysis of the two-layer lm ow includes independent perturbations of
41
Figure 2.7: Wave velocity (a) and amplication factors (b) for the surface mode in the case
of water-benzene system at  = 0:2 and H = 0:6. The solutions of the Orr-Sommerfeld
problem and the integral method are shown by dashed curves and solid curves, respec-
tively.
the interface in the contrast to the one-layer lm.
To be able to compare spectra computed from (2.8) and (2.26), we need to recalculate





















where L and L are wavelengths along x-axis and x-axis, respectively. In other words, the
complex velocity is the same in both models, and the wavenumbers have the coecients
of proportionality .
The two-layer lm ow has two unstable modes at moderate ow rates [32, 31, 33, 62].
Examples of eigenvalues of the surface mode and the interface mode in the case of water-
benzene system at  = 0:2 and H = 0:6 are shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. It is
seen that the integral method provides good approximation of the wave velocity and the
amplication factor in the case of the surface mode. The wave velocities of the interface
mode in both methods are very close but the amplication factors of the interface mode
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Figure 2.8: Wave velocity (a) and amplication factors (b) for the interface mode in
the case of water-benzene system at  = 0:2 and H = 0:6. The solutions of the Orr-
Sommerfeld problem and the integral method are shown by dashed curves and solid curves,
respectively.
dier. The reason is its very small value in comparison with the one of the surface mode.
Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10 show the wave velocity cr and amplication factor ci in
the case of water-benzene system at H = 0:3 and  = 0:1. In dimensional terms, this
example corresponds to the lm thickness Hc = 0:116 mm and the average velocity
Uc = 4:66 cm=s when Re = 7:3. In parallel, Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 also show the results of
the Orr-Sommerfeld problem (2.8).
It is seen that the model (2.17) provides a good approximation of the intervals of
instability and wave velocities of both modes. This is a typical case for one-layer lm
ows, and successful applications of the integral method are explained by the fact that
real-life waves are usually observed for   ;n=2 where ;n is the neutral wavenumber
of the surface mode. In the considered case, eigenvalues of the surface mode computed in
both models are also close but there is some discrepancy of the amplication factors of two
models for the interface mode. However, we note that the scale of amplication factors
of the interface mode is about one thousand times smaller than ones of the surface mode.
Even for such small values lying on the border of the method accuracy, the approximate
model gives suciently good results, in particular as  ! 0.
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Figure 2.9: Wave velocity (a) and amplication factors (b) for the surface mode in the case
of water-benzene system at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3. The solutions of the Orr-Sommerfeld
problem and the integral method are shown by dashed curves and solid curves, respec-
tively.























Figure 2.10: Wave velocity (a) and amplication factors (b) for the interface mode in
the case of water-benzene system at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3. The solutions of the Orr-
Sommerfeld problem and the integral method are shown by dashed curves and solid curves,
respectively.
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Figure 2.11: Neutral curves of the surface mode (curves 1 and 2) and the interface mode
(3 and 4) in the case of water-benzene system at H = 0:6. Curves 1 and 3 corresponds
to solutions of the integral method, and curves 2 and 4 denote solutions of the Orr-
Sommerfeld problem.
Neutral curves for water-benzene system are shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 at
H = 0:6 and 0:3, respectively. It is seen that the neutral curves computed by the integral
method are in a good agreement with the solutions of the Orr-Sommerfeld problem at
relatively small values of , and the interface mode is unstable at relatively small values
of the wavenumber. It indicates that the unstable interface modes can aect only very
long waves.
It is worthy to note that amplication factors of the interface mode can be comparable
with that of the surface mode in lms owing down an inclined wall whose inclination is
relatively small [62].
2.4 Asymptotic behaviour of very long waves
In this section, we analytically and numerically study asymptotic properties of very long
waves to compare below with shapes of non-linear periodic waves at small wavenumber
which are computed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.12: Neutral curves of the surface mode (curves 1 and 2) and the interface mode
(3 and 4) in the case of water-benzene system at H = 0:3. Curves 1 and 3 corresponds
to solutions of the integral method, and curves 2 and 4 denote solutions of the Orr-
Sommerfeld problem.
2.4.1 Equations
To nd a steady-travelling wave, we look for solution of (2.17) in the form
h(1) () ; h(2) () ; q(1) () ; q(2) () ;  = x   ct;
where c is the wave velocity to be found. Having substituted this solution in the system,














































































Integrating the continuity equations gives us:
q(1) = ch(1) + q(1)1 ; q
(2) = ch(2) + q(2)1 (2.28)




1 have to be found.































































q(1) = ch(1) + q(1)1 ; q
(2) = ch(2) + q(2)1 :
2.4.2 Fixed points
The system (2.29) possesses a xed point, h(1) = h
(1)








f satisfy the nonlinear algebraic equations
2'0U12 + 1 = 0; '

20U12h
(1) (1  0)  00U11

+ h(2) = 0:
These equations have at least one solution that is (2.19):
h
(1)


























Thus, we can calculate the constants in (2.28)
q(1)1 = Q
(1)   cH; q(2)1 = Q(2)   c;
to obtain the ow rates in the form
q(1) = c
 
h(1)  H+Q(1); q(2) = c  h(2)   1+Q(2):










2'0U12 + 1 = 0; '

20U12h
(1) (1  0)  00U11











































h(1)  H+Q(1); q(2) = c  h(2)   1+Q(2);
where the functions U11 and U12 are given by the equations (2.16).
Equations (2.30) can be formally rewritten as
f1
 











, these equations describe curves, and one of the curves is the
line h(1) = H; h(2) = 1, see examples in Fig. 2.13 for water-benzene and benzene-water
systems at H = 0:6. It is shown that there are bifurcation points BI and BS for the
bifurcating xed points of the rst type and the second type, respectively. The same
example is also shown in plane (c; h) in Fig. 2.14 for water-benzene system.
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Figure 2.13: Fixed points of the steady ow in the case of (a) water-benzene system and
(b) benzene-water system at H = 0:6. Curves 1, 2 and 3 denote the bifurcating xed
points of the rst type, bifurcating xed points of the second type and waveless ow,
respectively.
Figure 2.14: Fixed points of the steady ow in the case of water-benzene system at
H = 0:6. Curves 1, 2 and 3 denote the bifurcating xed points of the rst type, bifurcating
xed points of the second type and waveless ow, respectively.
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2.4.3 Solutions in neighbourhood of a xed point















(1); h(2) = h
(2)
f + h^
(2); q(1) = q
(1)
f + q^
















1 , and h^(1), h^(2), q^(1) and q^(2) are small
perturbations.
Similar to (2.20), we linearise the following functions:
































































































































































































































































































q^(1) = ch^(1); q^(2) = ch^(2):
Using the last two equations, we eliminate the terms q^(1) and q^(2), and then rewrite


































































































f (1  0) (U12;2 + cU12;4)  '00 (U11;2 + cU11;4) + 1
i
h^(2) = 0:
For a linear independent solution
h^(1) = h(1)e; h^(2) = h(2)e; (2.32)
where  is a complex number to be found, we can rewrite the linear system for h(1) and
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h(2) in the form
 
b11;3





3 + b12;1+ b12;0

h(2) = 0; (2.33) 
b21;3
































































































f (1  0) (U12;2 + cU12;4)  '00 (U11;2 + cU11;4) + 1
i
:






3 + b11;1+ b11;0 b12;3
3 + b12;1+ b12;0
b21;3
3 + b21;1+ b21;0 b22;3
3 + b22;1+ b22;0
 = 0;





2 + b1+ b0 = 0;
b6 = b11;3b22;3   b21;3b12;3;
b4 = b11;1b22;3 + b11;3b22;1   b21;1b12;3   b21;3b12;1;
b3 = b11;0b22;3 + b11;3b22;0   b21;0b12;3   b21;3b12;0;
b2 = b11;1b22;1   b21;1b12;1;
b1 = b11;0b22;1 + b11;1b22;0   b12;1b21;0   b12;0b21;1;
b0 = b11;0b22;0   b21;0b12;0:
Six linear independent solutions of (2.32) give us a fundamental system of (2.31).
Examples of calculations are shown in Fig. 2.15 in the case of water-benzene system
at H = 0:6 and  = 0:1 for the steady ow. The amplication factors r of small per-
turbations in the neighbourhood of the xed points are demonstrated by solid curves
corresponding to real  and dashed curves corresponding to real parts of complex conju-
gate . The asymptotic behaviour of very long waves depends on the values of  either
real or complex. In the case  is real, there is the exponential linear independent solu-
tion at the neighbourhood of the xed point. If  is a complex conjugate then, there
is exponentially-oscillating linear independent solution in the neighbourhood of the xed
point.
Table 2.3 shows the values of  at dierent values of c. Let's analyse the results
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Figure 2.15: Amplication factors r of small perturbations in the neighbourhood of the
xed point corresponding to the waveless ow in the case of water-benzene system at
H = 0:6 and  = 0:1. Solid curves correspond to real values of , and dashed curves
correspond to real parts of complex conjugate values of .
shown in Table 2.3. There are one positive, one negative real values of  and two complex
conjugate values of  with positive and negative real parts at c = 2:24, see Table 2.3a
and c = 2:42, see Table 2.3b. It means that a very long wave tends to the waveless ow
as  ! 1 with exponentially decreasing oscillations.
On the other hand, there are two real positive values of  and two complex conju-
gate values of  with negative real part at c = 5:46, see Table 2.3c, and c = 4:06, see
Table 2.3d. It means that a very long wave should exponentially tends to the waveless
ow as  !  1, and tends to the waveless ow as  ! 1 with exponentially de-
creasing oscillations. Solution with such asymptotic behaviour at  ! 1, if it exists,

















. Similar to the case of the one-layer lm, we
can expect that there exist periodic orbits (or periodic waves in the physical space) which
are close to a homoclinic trajectory. Homoclinic and heteroclinic trajectories are not
studied in this thesis but we can use values of  to analyse properties of very long peri-
odic solutions. It is worthy to note that existence of the bifurcating xed points of the
rst and second types indicate on possibility of corresponding homoclinic trajectories and
heteroclinic trajectories connecting dierent xed points.
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Velocity c complex  real 
(a) 2.24  2:21 4:43i 4.42
0:41 0:97i -0.83
(b) 2.42  2:27 4:65i 4.53
0:33 0:99i -0.67
(c) 5.46  2:31 8:21i 4.72
 0:15 3:19i 0.22
(d) 4.06  1:56 5:66i 3.19
 0:15 1:86i 0.24
Table 2.3: Complex conjugate and real values of  at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3 (a,b,c), and




In this chapter, we study bifurcating families of steady-travelling space-periodic waves in
two-layer liquid lms down a vertical wall. It is worthy to note that how small deviation
aects bifurcation schemes of steady-travelling waves is not studied in this thesis.
3.1 Eigenvalue problem
We consider solutions of (2.17) in the form h(1)(), h(2)(), q(1)(), q(2)() where  =
(x   ct),  is the given wavenumber, which allows us to study periodic waves, and













































































Integrating the continuity equations leads to
q(1) = ch(1) + A(1); q(2) = ch(2) + A(2); (3.2)
where A(1) and A(2) are the constants.
We consider 2-periodic waves. To nd constants A(1) and A(2), we calculate the
averages of (3.2) over the period [0; 2] that gives us the formulas for A(1) and A(2):
A(1) = q
(1)
0   ch(1)0 ; A(2) = q(2)0   ch(2)0 ;
where the average thickness of the rst layer h
(1)
0 , the average lm thickness h
(2)
0 , the
average ow rates in the rst layer q
(1)
















































Finally, eliminating the ow rates q(1) and q(2) from the momentum equations in (3.1)
































































where the coecients are calculating by using (2.16) and (2.18).






































































h(2)d = 1: (3.5)
These relations follow from the continuity equation in (2.17) integrated over the period
2.
The problem (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) includes the system of dierential equations of sixth




0 depending on the
similarity parameters ; 0; 0; 0 and H, and the wavenumber s  =;n. The system
(3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) is accompanied by the additional relation expressing the invariance
of solutions with regard to a shift along -axis.











2N n; n = 1; : : : ; N; a
(h(1))











2N n; n = 1; : : : ; N; a
(h(2))
2N = 0:
Substituting this solution in the system (3.3), conditions (3.5) and constancy of the rst






Nonlinear algebraic system for the coecients of Fourier series (3.6) are shown in
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Appendix B where the phase shift of the rst harmonic of h(2)() is also calculated. We
assume that this shift is a constant in accordance with the invariance of the solution.
3.2 Results
In the theory of lm ows, steady-travelling waves, or regular waves are sorted into families
which are continuously parameterized by the normalized wavenumber s at given values
of other similarity parameters, in this specic case, , 0, 0 and H. To identify the wave
families we use the notation nm;j, see [55, 56, 57]. In this notation, the lower index j
means that waves of the family have one large hump (j = 1;m = 1; 2; :::) or one deep
trough (j = 1;m =  1; 2; :::) or two large humps (j = 2;m = 1; 2; :::) or two deep
troughs (j = 2;m =  1; 2; :::). The lower index m = 1;2; ::: is a family number such
that the velocities of very long-waves increase as the index m is passing  1; 2; ::: and
the velocity decreases as m = 1; 2; :::. The upper index n = 1; 2; ::: shows the harmonics
in the bifurcation point of the family. This index depends on the similarity parameters
for all families except the families 1 1;1 and 
2
 1;2.
Fig. 3.1 shows an example of the bifurcation scheme of the families of nonlinear waves.
Family 1 1;1 bifurcates from the waveless ow at the normalized wavenumber s = 1 as
the rst harmonic, see Fig. 3.2c.
As the wavenumber decreases, the shape and surface amplitude of waves of the rst
family change, see Fig. 3.2b, and then the wave takes on a solitary-like shape with a long
interval of constant thickness of the rst layer and the lm, see Fig. 3.2a. The surface
shape shown in Fig. 3.2a is typical for long waves of the so-called rst family [52] in an one-
layer lm. We also note that the amplitude of the interface wave is small in comparison
with the surface wave amplitude.
Family 2 2;1, see Fig. 3.1, bifurcates from the rst family 
1
 1;1. At the bifurcation
point, the wave is determined by the second harmonic, see Fig. 3.3c.
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Figure 3.1: Bifurcation scheme of the wave families at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3.


























Figure 3.2: Examples of waves belonging to the family 1 1;1 at s = 0:019 (a), s = 0:7
(b) and s = 0:9632 (c). Panels (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the points A, B and C,
respectively, in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of waves belonging to the family 2 2;1 at s = 0:018 (a), s = 0:4
(b) and s = 0:4616 (c). Panels (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the points D, E and F,
respectively, in Fig. 3.1.




























Figure 3.4: Examples of waves belonging to the family 3+1;1 at s = 0:074 (a), s = 0:25
(b) and s = 0:3125 (c). Panels (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the points G, H and I,



































(b) at s =
0:074, correspond to the panel (a) in Fig. 3.4








Figure 3.6: Bifurcation scheme of the wave families at  = 0:1 and H = 0:6.
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Figure 3.7: Bifurcation scheme of the wave families at  = 0:1 and H = 0:7.

















, and Fig. 3.3c shows that this family bifurcates
from the rst family as a period-doubling limit cycle since the wavenumber at the bifur-
cation point is about 0:5 and thus the wave period is about 4 in comparison with the
period 2 of the wave bifurcating from the waveless ow. As the wavenumber s decreases,
the shape of wave from this family transforms to a solitary-like form, see Figs. 3.3a and
b. Comparing Figs. 3.2a and 3.3a, we see additional oscillation in the trough of the wave
in Fig. 3.3a.
Period-tripling bifurcation, see Fig. 3.4c, where the wave whose period is closed to
6 is shown, creates the wave family 3+1;1, see Fig. 3.1, whose shape at small values
of the wavenumber has a large hump (Fig. 3.4a) in contrast with the long waves of the
families 1 1;1 and 
2
 2;1. This hump is also observed in shape of intermediate waves of



















of the trajectory corresponding to the
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long wave belonging to the family 3+1;1, see Fig. 3.5. This projection is also similar to
the corresponding solution of the so-called second family in the one-layer lm, see [9].
Using the results of Section 2.4.3, see Table 2.3c, there are two real values (1) > 0 and
(2) > 0, and two complex conjugate roots (3) and (4) such that 
(3)
r < 0 and 
(4)
r < 0
when c = 5:46. We can see in Figs. 3.4a and 3.5 that the periodic solution corresponds to
solution at s ! 0 with exponential behaviour at  !  1 and exponentially-oscillating
behaviour at  ! +1.
In the shown results at H = 0:3, the amplitude of the interface waves is respectively
small in comparison with the wave amplitudes on the free surface. It is consistent with
the fact that these waves bifurcates from the waveless ow similar to the waves in the one-
layer lm, see Fig. 1 in [64]. To understand the role of the parameter H, we demonstrate
the bifurcation scheme at H = 0:6 and H = 0:7 in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, respectively.
Comparison with the case H = 0:3 (Fig. 3.1) shows that increasing H leads to swapping
their bifurcation points by the families  2;1 and +1;1, and this eect is inherent for the
wave families in lm ows when a similarity parameter varies. Detailed description of the
swapping with variation of the lm parameter  can be found in [65].




















of the 6-dimensional phase trajectory of the wave belonging to the family 1 1;1 are shown.
It is seen that the projection shown in Fig. 3.8b is a curve that is similar to the phase
trajectory in 3D space of a long periodic rst family wave in the one-layer lm [9]. In the
latter case, a phase trajectory of a long wave belongs to a neighbourhood of the solitary
wave trajectory of the rst family 1 1;1: the trajectory leaves a neighbourhood of the
xed point (1; 0; 0) along the unstable two-dimensional manifold and returns to the same
point along the stable one-dimensional manifold as  varies from  1 to +1. The wave
shown in Fig. 3.2a has the long part of almost constant thickness of the lm surface,



































(b) , at s =
0:019, correspond to Fig. 3.2a.
its velocity, c = 2:24, see Fig. 3.1 and Table 2.3a, there are two real values (1) > 0 and
(2) < 0, and two complex conjugate roots (3) and (4) such that 
(3)
r < 0 and 
(4)
r > 0. It
means that the asymptotic behaviour of solution includes exponential and exponentially-
oscillating decreasing in the neighbourhood of the nonlinear part of the wave. It is similar
in Fig. 3.3a for the velocity c = 2:42, see Table 2.3b. Fig. 3.8b indicates that the extension









despite there are additional values of . On the other hand, the
projection shown Fig. 3.8a demonstrates the role of other stable and unstable manifolds
in the neighbourhood of the xed point (H; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0) in the 6-dimensional space.
Examples of waves belonging to dierent families at H = 0:7 are shown in Fig. 3.9.
It is seen that in all cases the interface wave almost imitates the surface wave, and their
amplitudes are close. The projections of the phase trajectories in 3D-subspaces conrm
















have the same order, see Fig. 3.10. For the velocity c = 4:06 in Fig. 3.9, there are two
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Figure 3.9: Examples of waves belonging to the families 1 1;1 (a), 
3
 2;1 (b) and 
2
+1;1 (c)


































(b) at s = 0:2,
correspond to the panel (c) in Fig. 3.9
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real roots (1) > 0 and (2) > 0, and two complex conjugate roots (3) and (4) such that

(3)
r < 0 and 
(4)
r < 0, see Table 2.3d.
The bifurcation schemes show that there are wavy solution(s) in parallel with the
waveless ow for all wavenumbers from the unstable interval s 2 (0; 1), and the number
of these solutions varied from 1 to 4. The analogy to the one-layer lm allows us to predict
a countable set of wave families as the wavenumber s tends to zero [55, 56, 57].
To be observed experimentally, wave regimes have to develop from arbitrary initial
conditions, and it has to be stable to small perturbations. In the next section we show




In this chapter, we study unsteady space-periodic solutions to nd attractive wave regimes.
4.1 Space-periodic solutions
In the case of space-periodic solutions of (2.17), (2.16) and (2.18) it is convenient to use
the following replacement












































































where the coecients U12; U11; U22; U20 and J
(1); J (2) are dened in (2.16) and (2.18).
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To solve the system (4.2) numerically, it is convenient to exclude divisions in the
right-hand sides. So, new variables are introduced as:
r(1)  1
h(1)
; r(2)  1
h(2)   h(1) ; r
(3)  1
(3  400)h(1) + 400h(2) ;



























































































































































































































J (2) = J (1) + U220
 




















5    h(1)5i :
It is also convenient to use a travelling coordinate  =    cs , where cs is a given

































































































































where the coecients U12; U11; U22; U20 and J
(1); J (2) are dened in (4.3).

























































































2N n; n = 1; : : : ; N; a
(r(3))
2N = 0:
To apply the fast Fourier transform, we consider N = 2p where p is an integer.
Substituting the Fourier series into (4.4) and collecting the coecients at the same































































































































































































; n = 1; : : : ; 2N:
The dynamical system includes the similarity parameters , 0, 0, 0 and the wavenum-
ber . There is also a free parameter cs which does not aect a solution except its
velocity.
Thus, the modelling wave motions in two-layer lm are described by the system (4.4)
for the functions h(1), q(1), h(2), q(2), r(1), r(2) and r(3) depending on  and  in the physical
space, or by the dynamical system (4.5) in the phase space.
In [64] and [63] the term 'dominating wave' was introduced for the one-layer lm ow as
the steady-travelling periodic wave developing in transient computations. In particular, a
steady-travelling wave developed in transient computation is characterized by approaching
velocities of the harmonics to each other, see Appendix C.
A dominating wave depends on values of the similarity parameters but it does not de-
pend on initial conditions. The lm thickness of a dominating wave is maximum among
the thicknesses of all steady-travelling waves existing at the same values of the similar-
ity parameters [64, 63]. Depending on the wave numbers, the set of dominating waves
involves waves of dierent families. Waves of the rst family  1;1 are dominating at
s 2 (sa; 1) where sa  0:5. In the domain of longer waves, the dominating waves belong
to one of slow one-humped families  j;1, j = 2; 3; : : : or the fast one-humped family
+1;1. It is important to note that the parameters of the dominating waves are discon-
tinuous functions since these waves belong to dierent families. In [63], [53] and [55], it
has been shown that the concept of the dominating waves allows a researcher to select
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+1;1 at  = 0:1
and H = 0:3. The full and open circles correspond to results of transient computations.
theoretical solutions corresponding to waves observed in experiments. In parallel with the
dominating waves, oscillating wave regimes [64, 63, 55, 57] were also revealed in neigh-
bourhoods of the bifurcation points. Such regimes are characterized by time-harmonic or
stochastic oscillations of wave parameters around some average values which are close to
the parameters of one of steady-travelling waves.
Below we show that the evolution system (2.17) also possesses its dominating waves
and describe typical evolution scenarios in two-layer lms.
4.2 Results




;n is the neutral wavenumber of the interface mode of instability.





max is the maximum thickness of the lm layer. This is the same bifurcation
scheme as shown in Fig. 3.1 in plane (s; c). In this case the neutral wavenumbers are
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Figure 4.2: Examples of waves belonging to the family 1 1;1 at s = 0:9 (a), family 
2
 2;1
at s = 0:462 (b) and family 3+1;1 at s = 0:3203 (c) for the case corresponding to Fig. 4.1.
;n = 1:41 and 
(i)
;n = 0:2256. Examples of waves belonging to the families are shown
in Fig. 4.2 where the waves are taken at the wavenumbers from the neighbourhoods of
the bifurcation points. We remind that the family 1 1;1 bifurcates from the waveless
ow as the rst harmonic, the family 2 2;1 bifurcates from the family 
1
 1;1 as a period-
doubling wave, and the family 3+1;1 is created by period-tripling bifurcation. The same
wave families are shown in Fig. 4.3 where h
(1)
max is the maximum thickness of the rst layer.
As shown in Fig. 4.2, the amplitude of the interface waves atH = 0:3 is relatively small
in comparison with that of the surface waves. To understand the role of the parameter
H, we have also computed the wave families at H = 0:6, see Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 which
are the same bifurcation schemes of Fig. 3.6. In this case the neutral wavenumbers are
;n = 1:24 and 
(i)
;n = 0:248. It is seen that changing the position of the waveless
interface does not strongly aect the maximum lm thickness h
(2)
max, see Figs. 4.1 and 4.4
although the amplitude of the interface h
(1)
max   h(1)0 has increased, see Figs. 4.3 and 4.5.
We consider unsteady wave dynamics in two cases of the rst layer thickness H for
water-benzene system. The results are summarised in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 at H = 0:3, and
in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 at H = 0:6 where the circles denote solutions of the problem (2.17)
at relatively large value of time  . The full circles indicate that the maximum of the
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Figure 4.3: Maximum rst layer thicknesses in the case shown in Fig. 4.1.

















+1;1 at  = 0:1
and H = 0:6. Full and open circles show results of transient computations.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum rst layer thicknesses in the case shown in Fig. 4.4.
lm thickness or the rst layer thickness has developed to a constant, or its oscillating
amplitude is very small. The open circles, connected with the vertical lines, settle the




max as  ! 1 in oscillating regimes. The results for
the lm thickness summarized in Figs. 4.1 and 4.4 are similar to the one for the one-
layer lm when the oscillating regimes exist in neighbourhoods of the fold bifurcations
of the families, see computations at s = 0:5 in Fig. 4.1 and at s = 0:5 and s = 0:55
in Fig. 4.4 corresponding to the fold bifurcation of family 2 2;1 aecting attractors of
waves belonging to family 1 1;1. In other computed cases the attracting regimes are
steady-travelling periodic waves. On the other hand, Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 demonstrate that
all computations, except the cases when s is close to 1, have led to oscillating regimes of
h
(1)
max. It means that the dynamical system of the evolution equations (2.17) has attractive
tori in the phase space of the Fourier coecients in most cases in contrast to the one-layer
lm where the attracting wave regimes are predominantly limit circles in the phase space
of the Fourier coecients.
To understand the structure of the attracting solutions, we have plotted Figs. 4.6
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Figure 4.6: Dependency of the maximum lm layer thickness on time for dierent values
of s at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3.
and 4.7 corresponding to the results in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3. It is seen that the maximum
lm thickness tends to constants at s = 0:25; 0:47 and 0:9, and the maximum interface
thickness tends to oscillations of constant amplitudes at s = 0:25 and 0:47, or the damped
oscillation at s = 0:9. In the only case when h
(2)
max() comes to the oscillating regime,
s = 0:5, the maximum interface thickness has stochastic oscillations.
It is important to note that the wave shapes h(2) and h(1) of developed wave regimes are
similar to the shapes of steady-travelling waves of maximum lm thickness at the same
values of the similarity parameters. Examples of such `almost' steady-travelling waves
developed in transient computations are shown in Fig. 4.8. These waves are slightly
changing with time, see examples in Fig. 4.9 where it is seen that comparing with panel
(a), there is additional oscillation on surface wave in panel (b). Examples of varying
interface wave shapes at s = 0:47 are shown by Fig. 4.10.
The same wave dynamics are shown in the phase trajectories of the dynamical system,
see Fig. 4.11, where the projections of phase trajectories onto planes of the rst Fourier
coecients for the lm surface in panel (a) and the interface in panel (b) are shown.
Comparison of the panels also demonstrates that the wave shapes at the surface and
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Figure 4.7: Dependency of the maximum rst layer thickness in the cases shown in Fig. 4.6.



























Figure 4.8: Examples of developed oscillating waves at s = 0:25 (a), s = 0:5 (b) and
s = 0:9 (c) at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3.
















Figure 4.9: Examples of waves for s = 0:5 at t = 10:5 (a) and t = 60 (b) at  = 0:1 and
H = 0:3.
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Figure 4.10: Examples of waves at interface for s = 0:47 at t = 50:8 (a), t = 51:4 (b) and
t = 52:4 (c) at  = 0:1 and H = 0:3.




























Figure 4.11: Projections of the phase trajectories at  = 0:1, H = 0:3 and s = 0:5
corresponding to Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 at planes of Fourier coecients for the lm layer (a)
and the rst layer (b).
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Figure 4.12: Dependency of the maximum lm layer thickness on time for dierent values
of s at  = 0:1 and H = 0:6.
interface are not coherent.
To analyse the case H = 0:6, we have plotted Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 corresponding to the
results in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The maximum lm thickness tends to constants at s = 0:3
and 0:8 on the computed time intervals while the maximum interface does not reach a
constant at s = 0:3 and demonstrates the damped oscillation at s = 0:8. Moreover, the
maximum lm layer thicknesses are apt to harmonic oscillations of constant amplitudes
even as the maximum rst layer thicknesses have non-harmonic oscillations at s = 0:5
and 0:55. Examples of `almost' steady-travelling waves at s = 0:3; 0:5 and 0:8 shown in
Fig. 4.14. demonstrate the role of the waveless thickness H: its increasing leads to growth
of the interfacial wave amplitude.
Fig. 4.15 showing an example of variation of the wave shape in time also demonstrates
the interface amplitude of the same order as the surface amplitude has.
It is important to note that although most transient computations lead to two-periodic
oscillating regimes, or tori in the phase space, there are attracting limit cycles for relatively
short waves, see Fig.4.16.
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Figure 4.13: Dependency of the maximum rst layer thickness in the cases shown in
Fig. 4.12.


























Figure 4.14: Examples of developed oscillating waves at s = 0:3 (a), s = 0:5 (b) and
s = 0:8 (c) at  = 0:1 and H = 0:6.



























Figure 4.15: Examples of waves for s = 0:5 at t = 27:9 (a), t = 30 (b) and t = 31:8 (c) at
 = 0:1 and H = 0:6.
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Figure 4.16: Projections of the phase trajectories at s = 0:8 corresponding to Figs. 4.12
and 4.13 at planes of the rst Fourier coecients for lm layer (a) and rst layer (b) at




In this chapter, mass transfer of weakly soluble gas in two-layer lm ows is studied. Then,
the diusion problem in the regime of regular waves is stated and solved numerically.
5.1 Problem statement
5.1.1 Dimensional form
Let's ~Cv is a volume concentration of a weakly soluble gas. We assume that the volume
concentration at the free surface is a given value ~Cv;s, and there is no gas ux through




v are the diusion coecients for liquids in the rst and second



































: ~Cv = ~Cv;s;




































and as before the notation [f ]21  f (2)   f (1) denotes the jump in quantity f from the
value in the rst liquid, f (1), to the value in the second, f (2).














where ~h = ~h(1) or ~h = ~h(2).
In the following analysis, we also use the average gas concentration in the rst layer



























where Sc  (2)=D(2)v is the Schmidt number, the problem (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) is


























y = h(1) (x; t) : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
y = h(2) (x; t) : Cv = Cv;s;
x = Ll : Cv = Cv;l (y; t) ;
x = Lr : Cv = Cv;r (y; t) ;



































































Using the stretching variables (2.10) and introducing L;l  Ll and L;r  Lr, we



























y = h(1) (x; t) : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
y = h(2) (x; t) : Cv = Cv;s;
x = L;l : Cv = Cv;l (y; t) ;










































































y = h(1) (x; t) : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
y = h(2) (x; t) : Cv = Cv;s;















































The diusion equation is solved in the case of the velocity prole (2.14)
y 2 0; h(1) : u(1) = U11y + U12y2;
y 2 h(1); h(2) : u(2) = U20 + U22  y2   2h(2)y :





































































Thus, the velocity components are
u(1) = U11y + U12y
2;
u(2) = U20 + U22
 







































where coecients U11, U12, U20 and U22 depending on h
(1) (x; t), h
(2) (x; t), q
(1) (x; t)
and q(2) (x; t), and their derivatives are calculated as follows
w = 400h






h(2)   h(1)  
3q(1)
h(2)   h(1)   2
00(h














h(2)   h(1) +
00U11 + 200U12h
(1)
6 (h(2)   h(1))
  2(h(2))2   2h(2)h(1) + (h(1))2 ;
U22 =  00U11 + 200U12h
(1)





























































































5.2 Diusion in regime of regular waves
Variables  and 
Let's consider the diusion in regime of regular waves. First, we use the variables (4.1)































y = h(1) (; ) : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
y = h(2) (; ) : Cv = Cv;s;































Formulas for the average concentrations in the rst and second layers are not changed.
The diusion equation is solved in the case of the velocity proles for the longitudinal
components u(1) and u(2) from (2.14) and the cross-section velocities






































where the coecients U11, U12, U20 and U22 depend on h
(1) (; ), h(2) (; ), q(1) (; ) and
q(2) (; ) and their derivatives are calculated as follows, see (2.14),
w = 400h






h(2)   h(1)  
3q(1)
h(2)   h(1)   2
00(h














h(2)   h(1) +
00U11 + 200U12h
(1)
6 (h(2)   h(1))
  2(h(2))2   2h(2)h(1) + (h(1))2 ;
U22 =  00U11 + 200U12h
(1)





































































































































If h(; )  h
(1)
h(2)

































 = h : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
 = 1 : Cv = Cv;s;































































2   2 ;













































3 3   h3
3
;
where the coecients U11, U12, U20 and U22 depend on h
(1) (; ), h(2) (; ), q(1) (; ) and
q(2) (; ) are calculated as follows
w = 400h













h(2)   h(1)  
3q(1)
h(2)   h(1)   2
00(h







h(2)   h(1) +
00U11 + 200U12h
(1)
6 (h(2)   h(1))
  2(h(2))2   2h(2)h(1) + (h(1))2 ;
U22 =  00U11 + 200U12h
(1)






























































































Variables v and v







; V;v = Sc  V;
to exclude the Schmidt number from the boundary-value problem for the gas concentra-

































 = h : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
 = 1 : Cv = Cv;s;









The Schmidt number becomes a part of the expressions for the integral mass uxes through

















































































































where the coecients U11, U12, U20 and U22 depending on h
(1) (v; v), h
(2) (v; v), q
(1) (v; v)
and q(2) (v; v) are calculated as follows
w = 400h













h(2)   h(1)  
3q(1)
h(2)   h(1)   2
00(h







h(2)   h(1) +
00U11 + 200U12h
(1)
6 (h(2)   h(1))
  2(h(2))2   2h(2)h(1) + (h(1))2 ;
U22 =  00U11 + 200U12h
(1)































































































We consider the diusion in the case of lm ow with regular waves. A regular wave is
characterized by its velocity c and the functions
h(1) () ; h(2) () ; q(1) () ; q(2) () ;  =    c = Sc (v   cv) ;






























 = h : [Cv]
2
1 = 0; [qv;n]
2
1 = 0;
 = 1 : Cv = Cv;s;
































































2   2 ;













































3 3   h3
3
;
where the coecients U11, U12, U20 and U22 and their derivatives depend on h
(1) (),
h(2) (), q(1) () and q(2) () as follows
w = 400h














h(2)   h(1)  
3q(1)
h(2)   h(1)   2
00(h







h(2)   h(1) +
00U11 + 200U12h
(1)
6 (h(2)   h(1))
  2(h(2))2   2h(2)h(1) + (h(1))2 ;
U22 =  00U11 + 200U12h
(1)






























































































The nite-dierence method is used to solve the diusion equation numerically.
Grid and grid function To solve the problem (5.5), we choose the following grid and
the grid function:
v;n = Lv ;l +4v  (n  1); n = 1; : : : ; N; 4v =
Lv ;r   Lv ;l
N   1 ;
m = 4(1)  (m  1); m = 1; : : : ;M (1); 4(1) = h
M (1)   1 ;
m = h+4(2) 
 
m M (1) ; m = M (1) + 1; : : : ;M (2); 4(2) = 1  h
M (2)  M (1) ;
Cv;n;m = Cv (v;n; m; v) ; Cv;n;m = Cv






C^v;n;m = Cv (v;n; m; v +4v) ; n = 1; : : : ; N; m = 1; : : : ;M (2):
To solve the diusion equation, we use the following two-step scheme consisting of two
half-steps for the convective and diusion terms.
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Convective term In this case, we use the explicit scheme including rst order forward-







































; n = 2; : : : ; N; m = M (1) + 1; : : : ;M (2)   1:
Diusion term In the half-step responsible for the diusion term, we use the implicit
scheme with rst order forward-time derivative and the weighted approximation of the






























Cv;n;m+1   2 Cv;n;m + Cv;n;m 1
(4(1))2 ;




























Cv;n;m+1   2 Cv;n;m + Cv;n;m 1
(4(2))2 ;
n = 2; : : : ; N; m = M (1) + 1; : : : ;M (2)   1
where we take  = 0:5.
The schemes (5.6) and (5.7) are solved by standard methods, see Appendix D.
All results described in this section have been computed for water-benzene system at
 = 0:1, D0 = 0:553 and Sc = 231:2.


































































= 0. It is worthy to note that the soluble gas concentration is small and does
not eect inertial properties of two phase ow. Fig. 5.1 is plotted for showing the functions




















at H = 0:3.
The interface and wall concentrations, and the average concentrations in the layers
are showed in panels (a) and (b), respectively. While the local ux at the surface is
demonstrated in panel (c), the local ux at the interface is presented in panel (d). Fig. 5.2
shows the gas concentration in a few cross-sections globally and locally. It is seen as the
diusion boundary layer at the free surface is developed. In Fig. 5.2b, the proles look
smooth at the interface since the derivatives are relatively small.
Fig. 5.3 shows instant dependencies the lm and concentration parameters on longitu-
dinal coordinate x at regime of the dominating wave of the rst family 
1
 1;1 at H = 0:3
and s = 0:6. It is worthy to note that the instant proles were calculated till we have
quasi steady ows when solution becomes periodic in outlet area and the gures shift if
the dierent times are chosen. Particularly, the instant proles of interface and surface are
demonstrated in panel (a). Panel (b) illustrates the gas concentrations on the interface
and wall which are increasing downstream. Panel (c) shows the average gas concentra-
tions in both layers. It is seen that the amplitudes of the average concentration in the
second layer are greater than in the rst layer. The local ux at the surface and interface
are given in panels (d) and (e), respectively. Whereas the oscillations of local ux on the
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Figure 5.1: The interface and wall concentrations (a), the average concentrations in the
layers (b), the local uxes at the surface (c) and interface (d) for the waveless ow at
 = 0:1 and H = 0:3 in water-benzene system.
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Figure 5.2: Global (a) and local (b) instant proles of the gas concentration for the
waveless ow at H = 0:3.
surface are decreasing , that of increases at the rst stage and then starts to decrease
slowly on interface.
Fig. 5.4a shows the local proles of the surface and interface at the inlet area in the
case shown in Fig. 5.3a. It is seen that the oscillation of the local ux at the interface
is smaller than at the surface, see Fig. 5.4b. The gas concentration at the inlet area
corresponding to the case in Fig. 5.4a is shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be said that when
the layers have almost minimum thicknesses and close each other (at x = 42:6), the
concentration gradient is higher.
Fig. 5.6a shows the local proles of the surface and interface at the outlet area corre-
sponding to Fig. 5.3a. In the outlet area, the oscillations of the local ux at the interface
is smaller than in the inlet area, see Figs. 5.4b and 5.6b.
Fig. 5.7 demonstrates the gas concentration at the outlet area. It is seen that the
concentration at the outlet is higher than the inlet area, see Figs. 5.5 and 5.7. The
concentration gradient, like in the previous case, is largest at minimum thicknesses of the
layers.
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Figure 5.3: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a), the interface and surface
concentrations (b), the average concentrations in the layers (c), the local uxes at the
surface (d) and interface (e) at  = 0:1, H = 0:3 and s = 0:6 in water-benzene system.
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Figure 5.4: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a) and the local uxes (b) at the
inlet area in the case shown in Fig. 5.3.


























Figure 5.5: Global (a) and local (b) instant proles of concentration at the inlet area in
the case shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.6: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a) and the local uxes (b) at the
outlet area in the case shown in Fig. 5.3.
Figure 5.7: Instant proles of concentration at the outlet area in the case shown in Fig. 5.3.
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To analyse the absorption in the dominating wave regime belonging to the family
3+1;1 at H = 0:3 and s = 0:3, we have plotted Fig. 5.8. Comparing all the panels in
Fig. 5.3 with Fig. 5.8, we see ripples at the front of the wave in Fig. 5.8. In Fig. 5.8b, the
dierences of concentration on the interface and the surface is larger.
Considering the Fig. 5.6, there are additional small oscillations on interface and surface
in Fig. 5.9 and the local uxes at layers are greater. The gas concentration in a few sections
at the inlet area is shown in Fig. 5.10.










v;n;0 for absorption in regimes of the dominating waves at H = 0:3 where the
values denoted by the subscript 0 are relevant to the waveless ow. We can see that wavy
regimes drastically increase the absorption rate.
For demonstrating the eect of the average rst layer thickness H, the absorption
characteristics in the dominating wave of the family 3+1;1 at H = 0:6 and s = 0:2 is
shown in Fig. 5.12. The amplitude of humps at surface, see Fig. 5.12a, are bigger than
the case H = 0:3 and s = 0:3, see Fig. 5.8a. It is seen that in all panels of Fig. 5.12, there
are large oscillations of all parameters, for example, the gas concentrations, the average
concentrations in both layers. It is not clearly seen but the values of Cv are positive in
the corresponding panels. The local uxes at the surface and the interface in Fig. 5.12d
and e are also larger.
Fig. 5.13 shows maximum and minimum values of (1) and (2) at the surface and
interface in some dominating waves at H = 0:6. This gure also demonstrates that the
absorption rate increases in wavy lms.
The absorption is also aected by the boundary conditions at x = 0. Let's consider










= 0. Fig. 5.14 shows the caseH = 0:6 and s = 0:5,
when the dominating wave belongs to 1 1;1. In Fig. 5.14a, while the surface prole
is similar to Fig. 5.3a,the amplitude of the interface waves is relatively bigger. Unlike
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Figure 5.8: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a), the interface and wall concen-
trations (b), the average concentrations in the layers (c), the local uxes at the surface
(d) and interface (e) at  = 0:1, H = 0:3 and s = 0:3 in water-benzene system.
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Figure 5.9: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a) and the local uxes (b) at the
inlet area in the case shown in Fig. 5.8.









x =17.3 x =21.3
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Figure 5.10: Global (a) and local (b) instant proles of concentration at the inlet area in
the case shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.11: Minimum and maximum values of (2) (a) and (1) (b) at H = 0:3.
the previous cases, the wall concentration decreases slightly and interface concentrations
increases with oscillations until the saturation begins, see Fig. 5.14b. It is seen that in
Fig. 5.14c, the graphs of average concentrations in the layers overlap. The local uxes at
the surface and interface are smaller than the other cases, see Fig. 5.14d and Fig. 5.14e
since there are gas in the rst layer at x = 0.
Dierent from the other cases, see Fig. 5.4b and 5.9b, the local uxes of layers at the
inlet area does not imitate each other, see Fig. 5.15b.
The concentration of gas at the inlet area decreases rst and then increases dramati-
cally for dierent values of x shown in Fig. 5.16.
It is worthy to say that the absorption rate is essentially increased in wavy regimes in
comparison with the waveless ow.
The main mechanism as shown above is local increasing gradients of concentration
across each layer, and this is similar to the case of one-layer lm. In this study, the case
of a lm rupture is not studied, and thus we do not discuss how it could aect the mass
transfer.
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Figure 5.12: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a), the interface and wall con-
centrations (b), the average concentrations in the layers (c), the local uxes at the surface
(d) and interface (e) at H = 0:6 and s = 0:2.
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Figure 5.13: Minimum and maximum values of (2) (a) and (1) (b) at H = 0:6.
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Figure 5.14: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a), the interface and wall con-
centrations (b), the average concentrations in the layers (c), the local uxes at the surface
(d) and interface (e) at  = 0:1, H = 0:6 and s = 0:5 at the initial conditions with
C(1)(y) = 1, C(2)(y) = 0.
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Figure 5.15: Instant proles of the interface and surface (a) and the local uxes (b) at
the inlet area in the case shown in Fig. 5.14.

















In this thesis, we use approximate evolution equations to model a two-layer lm owing
down a vertical wall and compute the absorption of a weakly soluble gas into the lm.
To derive the evolution equations, the full Navier-Stokes problem for the two-layer
lm ow is rstly simplied for long-wave ows when the longitudinal length scale is
much larger than the cross length scale. Then, the integral method with the parabolic
approximation of the longitudinal velocity is used to derive evolution equations for the
lm thickness, the rst layer thickness and ow rates in the rst layer and the whole lm.
The linear analysis of the waveless ow in the framework of the evolution equations has
been carried out and compared with results of the generalized Orr-Sommerfeld problem
obtained earlier. The comparison of the linear spectra veried the model.
In contrast to the case of one-layer lm ows, two-layer lms possess two unstable
modes. One mode corresponds to the lm surface and it is similar to the mode in the
one-layer lm. Another mode with very small amplication factors is associated with the
interface. The domain of instability of the interface mode is localized at small values of
the wavenumbers.
For the rst time, strongly nonlinear waves in a two-layer falling liquid lm have been
calculated at real-life values of the similarity parameters. The bifurcation schemes of the
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wave families have been calculated for dierent values of the similarity parameters. In
particular, the role of the interface location has been revealed.
Non-uniqueness of the solutions raises a question of how to select solutions which can
be used for comparison with experimental data. Transient numerical computations have
been carried out to nd attracting ow regimes, so-called dominating waves in two-layer
lms. It has been shown that in most cases, the developing wave regimes are oscillating
regimes in neighbourhoods of steady-travelling space-periodic waves with maximum lm
thickness and wave velocity. In the corresponding phase space, these attracting waves
are two-dimensional tori. Predominance of oscillating regimes developing in the two-layer
lm ow dier from one-layer lm ows where the dominating waves are steady-travelling
waves, or the limit cycles in the phase space in a wide range of wavenumbers. As follows
from the examples shown in Chapter 4, the oscillating regimes are characterized by absence
of coherence of waves at the surface and interface.
These results are applied to select wave regimes that could be used to model experi-
ments, in particular, mass transfer of a weakly soluble gas in the lm.
It has been shown that, similar to the one-layer lm ow, the absorption rate is
increased in wavy regimes in comparison with the waveless ow, and this amplication has
a place at the interface between liquids as well as at the lm surface. Numerous transient
computations have demonstrated that the growth of the absorption rate is explained
by nonuniform distribution of the concentration gradient along the lm surface and the
interface. The largest gradients and thus local gas uxes at the surface and interface are
observed at wave troughs where thicknesses of the rst layer and the whole lm have
minimums.
In future work, small wave numbers will be investigated for the unsteady dynamics.
Also, the existence of solitary waves in two-layer lms will be analysed to understand
the behaviour of very long waves. Such waves have special dynamics in the case of the
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one-layer lm and the dynamics of the two-layer lm is also aected by the interface
instability existing only in this domain.
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Appendix A
Numerical algorithm to solve the
Orr-Sommerfeld problem
To solve the eigenvalue problem (2.9), we represent solutions in each layer in the form:
~w(1) = A(1;1) ~w(1;1) + A(1;2) ~w(1;2); ~w(2) = A(2;1) ~w(2;1) + A(2;2) ~w(2;2): (A.1)
Here the functions w(1;1)(y) and w(1;2)(y) are particular linearly independent solutions in
layer 1, and they satisfy the boundary conditions at y = 0. Similar, w(2;1)(y) and w(2;2)(y)
are particular linearly independent solutions in layer 2, and they satisfy the boundary
conditions at y = 1.
Then, the boundary conditions at y = H give us a system of linear algebraic equations
for the coecients A(1;1), A(1;2), A(2;1), A(2;2). The characteristic equation for calculating
an eigenvalue c as function of the similarity parameters and the wavenumber follows from
the condition that the system determinant is zero.
The numerical algorithm to compute an eigenvalue c is reduced to solve the following
equation F (c;;Re;We; 0; 0; 0; H) = 0 where the function F is calculated as follows:
1. Two Cauchy's problems for (2.9) are solved with the corresponding initial conditions
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at y = 0
w
(1;1)
1 = 0; w
(1;1)
2 = 0; w
(1;1)





1 = 0; w
(1;2)
2 = 0; w
(1;2)
3 = 0; w
(1;2)
4 = 1;













a(1)   y ; U 00 =   1
'0
:
2. Two Cauchy's problems for (2.9) are solved with the corresponding initial conditions
at y = 1
w
(2;1)
1 = 1; w
(2;1)




























1 = 0; w
(2;2)
2 = 1; w
(2;2)
3 = 0; w
(2;2)
4 = 3
2 + iRe(U   c);









; U 0 =
1
'
(1  y) ; U 00 =   1
'
:
3. The function F is computing from the boundary conditions (2.9) at y = H:
F (; c; ; 0; 0; 0; H)  det (Lmn) = 0;
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where the entries of the matrix (Lmn) are computed at y = H as
k = 1; 2 : L1;k = w
(1;k)

















































We (U   c)w
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we can take A(2;2) = , where  is an arbitrary value, and then the coecients A(1;1), A(1;2)
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Then, (A.1) gives us solutions in each layer.
The method was developed in [62].
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Appendix B
Nonlinear system for Fourier
coefficients of steady-travelling
space-periodic waves






























; n = 1; : : : ; N   1;
y4N 3 = p(j1); y4N 2 = p(j2); y4N 1 = p(j3);




0 and s. Since one of




0 and s is arbitrary, we obtained one-parametric family of solutions.
For nding steady-travelling waves, we get nonlinear algebraic system of order 4N   1













































i(N n); f (1)n = f
(1)







i(N n); f (2)n = f
(2)
2N n; n = 1; : : : ; N; f
(2)
2N = 0
of the left-hand sides of equations (3.3) after substitution of the solutions.














































































































































































































































































































We consider the projection of a phase trajectory onto the complex plane of the Fourier
coecient of h(1)(; ) or h(2)(; ):





n and  
(h)





n ;  
(h)
2N n =   (h)n :






































































































In plane (; ), the equation
 (h)n () + (N   n)(   0) = constant
determines a curve of the permanent phase of nth harmonics. By the denition, the













































Then, the velocity of nth harmonics is found as































We solve the equations (5.6) using the following algorithms:
Cv;1;m = Cv;l (M ; v) ; m = 1; : : : ;M
(2);














































































m = M (1)   1; : : : ; 1 n = 2; : : : ; N:
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C^v;n;M(2) = Cv;s (v;n; v) ; n = 1; : : : ; N:
Combining the equations and these boundary conditions, we arrive at the following
algorithm:
n = 1 : C^v;1;m = Cv;l (m; v +4v) ; m = 1; : : : ;M (2);
n = 2; : : : ; N :
AmC^v;n;m 1  BmC^v;n;m + CmC^v;n;m+1 = Dm; m = 1; : : : ;M (2);
m = 1 : Am = 0; Bm = 1; Cm = 1; Dm = 0;









































































4(2) ; Cm = 1; Dm = 0;
























































m = M (2) : Am = 0; Bm = 1; Cm = 0; Dm =  Cv;s (v;n; v) :
Tridiagonal matrix is solved by the shooting method.




















Cv;N 2;m   2 Cv;N 1;m + 32 Cv;N;m

; n = N:
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